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If we can write “books”



why publish an article?



A good writer can get a ~ 60-80k word book put together in 6 months*

That means that the 10K word article should take them about1 month*

Given you have your results…
So don’t worry, now one is suggesting 12 papers/year. 

Relative Speed



Impact, “certificate” of approval, and access

I can share some more stories about how this becoming more important 





It is also,

a good and clear way to communicate academic “findings”



Don’t have very high expectations

Academic articles generally don’t tend to get “Harry Potter like” readership…

In fact, in humanities and social sciences, up to 75% might get no citations
35% might get no readers at all (expect the editors and reviewers)



Why I am here?

- Introduce to you some new tools and thoughts which might help

- Propose ways to find journals – and how to filter through them…

- Double blind peer review… what to expect and how to respond.

- Share with you some ideas regarding the abstracts

- Get to work on the abstracts and plan on how to move ahead



Some basics

- An article isn’t a philosophical manifesto: it is narrow in claim and context

- An article has to be well organized around only 1 clear idea

- An article doesn’t have to present groundbreaking discovery 

- An article has to be new – but not too new… (original is a better word)



What is a “publishable” article?

- Approaches new evidence in an old way

- Approaches old evidence in a new way

- Approaches old evidence in a different old way



- What about approaches new evidence in a new way… 

Maybe too much to ask from 1 paper

What is a “publishable” article?

- Approaches new evidence in an old way

- Approaches old evidence in a new way

- Approaches old evidence in a different old way





How to start putting together a paper?

There are things to do before the abstract



1. Who is the audience?
- Experts in this field or a broader audience?

- Look for the journals (will go into this in more details)

2. What is the key message (what is that 1 idea)?

3. How is the paper structured?
- Intro – analysis – results – discussion/conclusion

- Intro – idea/statement – proof  - discussion/conclusion

4. What do you have already ? (recycling is not only good for the environment)

You need to answer the following questions?
Thanks Eva Lantsoght

http://phdtalk.blogspot.com/2012/04/how-to-write-paper-in-two-days.html


- Essentially, effective titles:
• Identify the article’s main issue.

• Begin with the article’s subject matter.

• Are accurate, unambiguous, specific and (when possible) complete.

• Are as short as possible.

• Are enticing and interesting; they make people want to read further. 

- Make it catchy and keep it specific. 

- Leave out phrases such as ‘a study of’, ‘investigations into’, ‘observations 
on’; and avoid using abbreviations and jargon 

Your title should be REALLY “sexy”



- It is the first thing people will read –
- and will make them decide to invest more time (or not)…

- It could be a way to communicate with editors 
- You can send your abstract around to know if editors are interested

- You can send to other researchers for feedback

- It should overview all the important information in the article

The abstract is key to your article



- State why you embarked on the project—often some reference to a gap or 

debate in the literature or a persistent social problem.

- State what your project/study was about, the topic of the article.

- State how you did the project, your methodology.

- State what you found through the project, your findings.

- State what conclusions you draw from the project.

- Some abstracts include recommendations/contribution, although not 

necessary.

Your abstract – in the general proposed order



”

You are trying to get someone you don’t know to read 8k words 
Or, in the case of the editors/reviewers, to think that is worth publishing

The recipe: (we will go back to this later)

1. An introduction (1 sentence)

2. A problem and/or research question (1/2 sentences) 

3. Highlight why/how no one answered this (1 sentence)

4. How you tackled this problem – the framework (1/2 sentences)

5. How you did the research – the methods (1 sentence)

6. The key results + implications (1/2 sentences)

6 to 9 expected sentences…

Your abstract should be “sexy



To know your audience you must know your journal…



- It’s a quality game: 

- Journals don’t get as many unsolicited publications as you think… they 

are always in need of high-quality research 

- Journals try to boost their metrics – to get high-quality research 

- Journals try to make life easy for authors – to get high-quality research 

Journals: some basics



- It’s a quality game: 

- Journals don’t get as many unsolicited publications as you think… they 

are always in need of high-quality research 

- Journals try to boost their metrics – to get high-quality research 

- Journals try to make life easy for authors – to get high-quality research 

- Everything they do is… 
- …. To  get high-quality research …

Journals: some basics



That means you need to have …



HIGH QUALITY RESEARCH

Easy recipe



- Low acceptance rates – between myth and reality 
- Most case, desk rejects are included in the metric… 

- Journals will post the average time it takes to publish with them… 
- These are averages… (usually they try to make them seem shorter)

- Review process – the more the “blind” reviewers the more work…
- We will get to this later 

Acceptance rate, review time and review process



A publication is like union between a journal and an article

There is really no turning back… 

So you should spend the time selecting the right journal



- Not so good ones (academically speaking): 
- Magazines 

- News/information journals

- Trade and prof. journals

- Society journals (some of them are good)

- With a grain of salt:
- Book chapters

- Note journals

- Review journals

- Local journals

- Non-US journals

- Electronic journals

- New Journals – only if you know editors or get a recommendation from someone you 

trust…

Types of Journals



- Good ones (organized based on possible rejection)

1. Regional journals (ex. Canadian)
• Will be interested in regional studies

2. Newer journals (3 to 7 years)
• Will be interested in new ideas

3. Interdisciplinary journals 
• Will be interested in new connections/approaches (some people look down on 

them )

4. Field journal 
• Best place to get published if you are looking for a job ☺

5. Disciplinary journals
• They are generally hostile to new ideas… But are generally prestigious

Types of Journals



1. Look at your bibliography 
- Or the citations in the references you are using…

2. Use an index/ranking list

3. Use a journal finder tool

4. Do a quick literature review (to check the most recent articles)
- There are tools that can help

Selecting a Journal

Useful guide: https://thinkchecksubmit.org/

https://thinkchecksubmit.org/
https://thinkchecksubmit.org/


From the excellence list: Architectural History

1. Look at your bibliography 



From the excellence list: Contextes

1. Look at your bibliography 



From the excellence list: 
• Architectural Theory Review

1. Look at your bibliography 



From the excellence list: The Journal of Architecture

1. Look at your bibliography 



From the excellence list: American Journal of Sociology

1. Look at your bibliography 



From the excellence list: Canadian Journal of Communication 

1. Look at your bibliography 



From the excellence list: 
• Revue française de Sociologie
• International Journal of Architectural Research: ArchNet-IJAR

And the list goes on

1. Look at your bibliography 



• Sociétés & Représentations

• Sciences du Design 

• Administrative Science Quarterly

• Recherche en Communication

• Architecture and Culture

1.5 Look at your bibliography’s references 

https://www.cairn.info/revue-societes-et-representations.htm
https://www.cairn.info/revue-sciences-du-design.htm
https://journals.sagepub.com/home/asq
http://sites.uclouvain.be/rec/index.php/rec
https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rfac20/current


2. An index 

- RIBA British Architectural Library Catalogue Online

- EBSCO Art Full Text - current list

- Avery Index to Architectural Periodicals– current list

- Birkhauser Building Types

- Art & Architecture Source

- Social Sciences Full Text

- DAAI: Design and Applied Arts Index

- CCA 

https://library.concordia.ca/

http://riba.sirsidynix.net.uk/uhtbin/webcat
https://proxy.library.mcgill.ca/login?url=http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?authtype=ip,uid&profile=ehost&defaultdb=aft
https://www.ebscohost.com/titleLists/aft-coverage.pdf
https://library.columbia.edu/content/dam/libraryweb/locations/avery/avery_index/avery%20index%20current%20journals%206-21-18.pdf
http://www.degruyter.com/view/db/bdt
http://libezproxy.syr.edu/login?url=http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?authtype=ip,uid&profile=ehost&defaultdb=asu
http://libezproxy.syr.edu/login?url=http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?authtype=ip,uid&profile=ehost&defaultdb=ssf
http://search.proquest.com/daai?accountid=14214
https://library.concordia.ca/


2. A reference list… 

- Google scholar – metrics: 
https://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=top_venues&hl=en

https://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=top_venues&hl=en


2. A reference list… 

- Scimago: https://www.scimagojr.com/

- Shape of science: 
- https://www.scimagojr.com/shapeofscience/

- Subject Bubble Chart and country ranks: 
- https://www.scimagojr.com/countryrank.php

- Journal ranking:

- https://www.scimagojr.com/journalrank.php

https://www.scimagojr.com/
https://www.scimagojr.com/shapeofscience/
https://www.scimagojr.com/shapeofscience/
https://www.scimagojr.com/countryrank.php
https://www.scimagojr.com/journalrank.php


2. A reference list… 

https://www.scimag
ojr.com/journalsearc
h.php?q=36450&tip
=sid&clean=0

https://www.scimagojr.com/journalsearch.php?q=36450&tip=sid&clean=0


3. A journal finder tool

- A quick note on keywords...

- Use an automated system online, which will reflect what the journals use 

now

- If your abstract doesn’t return the “expected keywords” you might be doing 

something wrong… 

http://www.cortical.io/extract-keywords.html
https://linguakit.com/en/keyword-extractor

http://www.cortical.io/extract-keywords.html
https://linguakit.com/en/keyword-extractor


3. A journal finder tool

- Elsevier: 
https://journalfinder.elsevier.com/results?elsevierOnly=true&fieldsOfResearch=&goldOpenAccess=
true&keywords=Award%20Winner%2CAwardee%2CLeadership%20Award%2CNew%20Architecture
%2CArchitectural%20Design&paperAbstract=qualities%20in%20order%20to%20stand%20out%20in
%20the%20award%20competition.&paperTitle=&subscription=true

- Springer: https://journalsuggester.springer.com/

- Wiley: https://journalfinder.wiley.com/search?type=match
- Example output: Architecture Design

- Open access tools: https://www.enago.com/academy/journal-finder/
- Endaz: https://en-author-services.edanzgroup.com/journal-selector

https://journalfinder.elsevier.com/results?elsevierOnly=true&fieldsOfResearch=&goldOpenAccess=true&keywords=Award%20Winner%2CAwardee%2CLeadership%20Award%2CNew%20Architecture%2CArchitectural%20Design&paperAbstract=qualities%20in%20order%20to%20stand%20out%20in%20the%20award%20competition.&paperTitle=&subscription=true
https://journalsuggester.springer.com/
https://journalsuggester.springer.com/
https://journalfinder.wiley.com/search?type=match
https://journalfinder.wiley.com/search?type=match
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/page/journal/15542769/homepage/productinformation.html
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/page/journal/15542769/homepage/productinformation.html
https://www.enago.com/academy/journal-finder/
https://en-author-services.edanzgroup.com/journal-selector
https://en-author-services.edanzgroup.com/journal-selector


4. Do a quick review using database search

https://library.concordia.ca/
https://scholar.google.com/

https://library.concordia.ca/
https://scholar.google.com/


4. Do a quick review using database search

- Boolean Operators:
- AND: The AND operator is inclusionary and thus limits your search.

- OR: The OR operator offers flexible inclusion, and typically broadens your search results.

- NOT: The NOT operator is exclusionary – it excludes specific search terms and so the 

query will not return any results with that term (or terms) in them.

- ASTERISK *: The asterisk can be used on most resume databases and non-Internet 

search engines as a root word/stem/truncation search. 

- ( ): to encapsulate OR

- “ “: exact phrases

skyscraper AND Skyline AND Politics



4. Do a quick review using tools

https://iris.ai/

https://iris.ai/


You found a possible journal list - how to choose?







Open 
Access

Paid 
Journal



https://journalinsights.elsevier.com/journals/2095-2635

Reach and download

https://journalinsights.elsevier.com/journals/2095-2635


Contact journal editors – get their feedback



- Predatory Journals: https://predatoryjournals.com/journals/

- Un-indexed, un-documented, un-trackable journals
- Unless you know people in the journal

- Journals with submission fees… 
- Publication fees might be ok for OA journals (although sometimes too expensive)

- But Submission fees are a big no in most cases

- Journals with fake impact factors on their websites… 
- Do you research 

- Researchgate/google scholar is a good starting point

- Publishing industry is skewed  - bigger publishers, bigger impacts…

Beware 

https://predatoryjournals.com/journals/


Post-submission



- The manuscript
- Prepared based on the author guide (example)

- No names, acknowledgments or other personal information 

- Figures and tables
- Prepared based on the author guide (example)

- Title page
- Prepared based on the author guide (example)

- Name, affiliation, etc… 

- Cover letter
- Very important 

- Addressed to editor

- Details the key idea and how it fits with the journal

- Indicate that you have not submitted to other journals

- Usually a list of possible reviewers… (people who published in this journal)

What to include in your submission

https://www.tandfonline.com/action/authorSubmission?journalCode=rtep20&page=instructions
https://www.tandfonline.com/action/authorSubmission?journalCode=rtep20&page=instructions
https://www.tandfonline.com/action/authorSubmission?journalCode=rtep20&page=instructions


Sample letter



- Desk Reject (you didn’t do your homework)

- Desk Accept (you should expect this)

- Review outcomes
- Accept (not common)

- Reject (not as common)

- Minor Revision (not the most common)

- Major Revision (common)

- Responding to comments (1, 2 or more rounds)

- Proofs… 

- Publication 

Post-submission





- Reviewers are always right – even if they aren’t
- They dedicated time for free to review your work… 

- They generally care about the “quality” – at least most of the time

- Prepare a revision document
- Divide the response and provide clear answers/arguments (start with answers not 

changes)

- Minor comments will require changes (additions/clarifications) in the manuscript 

- Major comments might require you doing more work….

- Be very respectful and always thank them for the comment/suggestion (even if it is a 

bad comment/suggestion)

- Include new text and indicate the changes made:

- This paragraph was changes to…

- The following was added/removed…

- This sentence now reads…

Responding to reviewers



Sample review report



Comments could include

- Questioning the validity of the research
- Means you haven’t presented the gap well

- Questioning the methodology
- Could mean that you haven’t justified well enough

- Could mean that you need to redo/develop further…

- Questioning the method
- Could mean you didn’t apply the method correctly

- Could mean that you haven’t explained the method enough

- Questioning conclusion
- Could mean you haven’t made the contribution/outcomes clear

- Questioning the review of literature
- Could mean that you are missing key sources

- Could mean that the reviewer has written on the topic and wants to be cited ☺



Sample response



Sample response

1. The methods (which are different from methodology) used in this paper have not been addressed at all. What previous research did you draw off to develop your 

map for integration. The existing literature should be discussed in a literature review section with the strengths and weaknesses of these approaches discussed and 

dissected. Currently your discussion on some of these items is lost in the methodology section. In addition it is not enough to just list points of view, you need to 

draw them together and draw conclusions from them and evaluate what works and doesn't and then apply that to your own methodology. 

Answer:

Thank you very much for your comment and your suggestion for clarifying further the methods used in the research. 

We have made a number of changes in the manuscript to address this comment: 

o We have extended, restructured, and reviewed the background section and renamed it Review of Literature

o We have removed instances where literature is reviewed in the methodology section and placed them in the review of literature section

▪ We extended our discussion regarding the references which we used to build the maps (especially regarding the rating adopting for the integration), We 

added the following paragraph: 



Re-submit cover letter



Share your research on social media!

Get others to share it and make others read it …





- Work in groups

- Improve the abstract

- Use the tools/ideas to find the best 3 journals

- Priority list

- Create 2 copies of abstracts for at least 2 of the 3 journals

Title/Abstract edits + journal finding exercise



Your title should be REALLY “sexy”

Essentially, effective titles:
• Identify the article’s main issue.
• Begin with the article’s subject matter.
• Are accurate, unambiguous, specific and (when possible) complete.
• Are as short as possible.

• Are enticing and interesting; they make people want to read further.

Make the title catchy and keep
it specific. Leave out phrases such as ‘a study of’, ‘investigations into’,

‘observations on’; and avoid using abbreviations and jargon



Your abstract should really be “sexy”

You are trying to get someone you don’t know to read 8k words 
Or, in the case of the editors/reviewers, to think that is worth publishing

The recipe: (we will go back to this later)

1. An introduction (1 sentence)

2. A problem and/or research question (1/2 sentences) 

3. Highlight why/how no one answered this (1 sentence)

4. How you tackled this problem – the framework (1/2 sentences)

5. How you did the research – the methods (1 sentence)

6. The key results + implications (1/2 sentences)

6 to 9 expected sentences…



Winner without a crown, Tales of a tall building in Pudong

In the early 1990s, the municipality of Shanghai created in Pudong the ambitious Lujiazui business 
district. If the structures built since on the base of the initial master plan have shaped the city’s skyline, 
they are also the product of contradictory decision processes. The visual dominant of the area is a trio 
of adjacent supertall buildings – the Jin Mao Tower, the Shanghai World Financial Center and the 
Shanghai Tower. The latter will be the focus of the paper. It received in 2015 the Emporis Skyscraper 
Award for the “best new skyscraper for design and functionality,” and was considered the following 
year by The Council on Tall Buildings as the “best tall building overall” in terms of design. 

The path that has led to this recognition hasn’t been however a linear one, as Gensler’s implemented 
project had been initially ranked third in the competition, before being upgraded for political and 
symbolical motives. The article considers how the forces and the strategies of power at play have 
shaped the building between the competition held in 2006 and the awards given to the building ten 
years later.

Based on on-site observation, the paper is also grounded in interviews with Wu Jiang professor at 
Tongji University and former vice-president of Shanghai’s city-planning committee, and with Michael 
Peng, project manager of the Shanghai Tower at Gensler.  



Winner without a crown, Tales of a tall building in Pudong

Some quick recommendations:
1. Start with a boring title – then if possible, make it abstract
2. Generalize the problem – then use the building as a case study
3. There is no stress on methodology and/or method

4. Stress on how politics and symbolism play a role… maybe



Winner without a crown, Tales of a tall building in Pudong
• The International Journal of High-Rise Buildings(IJHRB)
• Buildings (ISSN 2075-5309)
• Space and Culture
• Territory, Politics, Governance

List of major Tall Building architecture related journals
The Journal of Architecture
CENTROPA
Architectural Design
Journal of Systems Architecture

Keywords: "tall building" "pudong" "architecture"
• Al-Kodmany, K. (2013). The Visual Integration of Tall Buildings: New Technologies and the City Skyline. Journal 

of Urban Technology, 20(2), 25–44. https://doi.org/10.1080/10630732.2012.735481
• Jacobs, J. M. (2006). A geography of big things. Cultural Geographies, 13(1), 1–27. Lukič, I. (2011). Relation 

between Creativity and Planned Regulation in the Process of Shaping Urban Skyline. Limes, 4(2), 131–149. 
Kerwin, T. (2008). Building Tall (And Designing Deep) in China. Architectural Review, 223(1337), 78–80. 
Retrieved from Kraftl, P. (2010). Geographies of Architecture: The Multiple Lives of Buildings. Geography 
Compass, 4(5), 402. 

https://journals.sagepub.com/home/sac
https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rtep20/current
https://doi.org/10.1080/10630732.2012.735481


Les prix du livre d'architecture : en manque de polémique

Il y a une grande production livresque dans le domaine de l'architecture. Paradoxalement,
peu de prix littéraires existent pour les livres d'architecture. Quatre grand prix se partagent les
ouvrages consacrés à la discipline : le Grand Prix du Livre d'architecture de la ville de Briey
(francophone), le Prix du livre de l'Académie d'Architecture (francophone), le Prix Alice Davis
Hitchcock (anglophone) et le Prix DAM (anglophone et germanophone).

Les statistiques montrent un élan des prix littéraires – notamment en architecture – à partir
des années 1990. La courbe des prix semble même exponentielle : depuis sa création en 2009, le
Prix DAM a récompensé une centaine livres d'architecture – autant d'ouvrages qui pourraient
composer une potentielle « bibliothèque de l'excellence contemporaine » en architecture. 

Cet essor des prix correspond a priori aux observations que fait James English dans The Economy of 
Prestige (2005). Toutefois, une des caractéristiques des prix manque à l'appel. Contrairement aux prix
littéraires, ceux du livre d'architecture ne connaissent pas de polémique. Que signifie alors cette
absence de controverse vivifiante – ce trait qui confère justement selon English l'assise d'un prix
littéraire ?



Les prix du livre d'architecture : en manque de polémique

1. I think the data aspect of the article is the most interesting… 
2. Consider including a comparative with a literary award that launched at the same time… 
3. The portion on the differences could make the most of the discussion

4. There is barely anything written on the topic… which is both good and bad
5. Maybe you need to find ways literary awards were studied and apply them to architecture books

6. Library of excellence – an interesting idea but that is a hypothesis of itself
(what do the awarded books in architecture teach us about architecture?)



Les prix du livre d'architecture : en manque de polémique

• Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians
• Journal of architectural Education
• The Journal of Architecture
• Sciences du Design
• Change Over Time

https://jsah.ucpress.edu/content/about
https://www.jaeonline.org/editorial-board#/page1/
https://www.tandfonline.com/loi/rjar20
https://www.cairn.info/revue-sciences-du-design.htm?contenu=apropos
https://cot.pennpress.org/media/88425/cot_authorguidelines_jul1417.pdf


Shifting Role of Physical and Numerical Models in Architectural Awards in Canada

From 2008 until 2018, all the projects awarded by the Canadian Architect journal were judged 
according to  images of their numerical or physical models, as only projects which have not yet been 
built can compete. 
Thus, models are objects which contribute to defining architectural quality. Since the persistency of 
both kinds of models through the last decade into the Canadian excellence Prize environment, it 
questions their respective roles, given the new hegemony of numerical models within architect 
practice. 
A comparative analysis of model’s picture presented by two winner teams of four editions of Canadian 
Architect Award of Excellence (2008 - 2009 & 2017 – 2018) in the  application sent to the journal has 
been carried out. This study is grounded on the general categorization of models established by 
Echenique (1968) which separated models according to three characteristics: the goal (what is it made 
for?), the medium (what is it made of?) and the relationship to time (how is the time factor treated?). 
Classifying models in such a way sheds light on the shifting role of physical and numerical models 
during the last decade despite the similar look of pictures taken. 



Shifting Role of Physical and Numerical Models in Architectural Awards in Canada

1. You focus quickly on the case study... I think it would be interesting to generalize first
2. What is the shifting role… you need to indicate that in your abstract
3. How many models are analyzed?

• You assume the familiarity of the reader with the rules/regulations of the Canadian architect 
competition… 



Shifting Role of Physical and Numerical Models in Architectural Awards in Canada

• Journal of architectural Education
• The Journal of Architecture
• Arq
• Grey Room
• Architectura

Keywords: "digital model" "architecture" "physical“

• Samdanis, M., & Lee, S. H. (2017). White space and digital remediation of design practice in architecture: A case 
study of Frank O. Gehry. Information and Organization, 27(2), 73–86

• Sun, L., Fukuda, T., Tokuhara, T., & Yabuki, N. (2014). Differences in spatial understanding between physical and 
virtual models. Frontiers of Architectural Research, 3(1), 28–35.

• Baghaei Daemei, A., & Safari, H. (2018). Factors affecting creativity in the architectural education process based 
on computer-aided design. Frontiers of Architectural Research, 7(1), 100–106.

• Barbarash, D. (2016). Representation stigma: Perceptions of tools and processes for design graphics. Frontiers 
of Architectural Research, 5(4), 477–488.

https://www.jaeonline.org/editorial-board#/page1/
https://www.tandfonline.com/loi/rjar20
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/arq-architectural-research-quarterly
https://www.mitpressjournals.org/grey
https://www.degruyter.com/view/j/atc?lang=en#fancybox-most-downloaded-articles


- Outlines

- Figures/tables

- Drafts

- Revisions and editing… 

- Link to resources

https://liveconcordia-

my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/s_goubra_live_concordia_ca/EpKlTLqlL

3lLjS9CYuryNdIBgK6zdT5JZwSi9VajnO-ftw?e=O8uJe2

Next steps… 

https://liveconcordia-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/s_goubra_live_concordia_ca/EpKlTLqlL3lLjS9CYuryNdIBgK6zdT5JZwSi9VajnO-ftw?e=O8uJe2


Next steps… 


